
  Two years before deal launch

  Hire a senior executive with transactional experience

  Ensure your board of directors has a good balance between industry experts and investors

  Evaluate customer mix and diversify if you are overly reliant on just a few customers

  Validate all customer and vendor contracts and store within a centralized, secure location

  
Craft a cohesive narrative about the past, present, and future of the company and align key internal stakeholders 

            on a need-to-know basis

  Practice forecasting for all upcoming quarter’s results and compare versus actuals

  Create a 5-year defensible financial projection model, to be continuously updated

  Review previous earnings results and audits for gaps or inconsistencies

  Begin to think about how to balance interests between investors, buyers, management, and other stakeholders

  
Speak to your general counsel about relevant external law firm relationships – you should always have a specialist 

            corporate securities attorney on standby

  Start to review and think about updates to your internal security and compliance policies

The Ultimate Deal Readiness Checklist



  Twelve months before deal launch

    To reinforce your forecasts and facilitate your deal, consider retaining a management consultancy, or similar, to prepare an industry overview report

    Hire a Big Four or an equivalent accounting firm to prepare both a Quality of Earnings report for LTM EBITDA and three years of historical audited financials

    Review the current stock option plan and how the proposed transaction will trigger acceleration or other terms

    Determine appropriate ringfencing to avoid turnover of key employees and put appropriate incentives in place for employee retention

 Six months before deal launch

   Conduct a banker bake-off to find the right investment bank, if needed for the transaction at hand, to facilitate the transaction and assist in negotiations

   Consider offering staple financing, if relevant, through your mandated investment bank to accelerate financing and overall deal agility

   
Gather all vendor contracts, client contracts, HR policies, stock option plan information, pension plan information, board decks, and  

          board minutes for redaction to prepare for sharing

   Identify key contracts or leases that may require consent for a change of control transaction

   Together with your general counsel, assess your needs for specialist outside counsel to assist with the transaction



  Three months before deal launch

    Update all documents and files for the latest quarterly results

    Select a data room provider to host the deal

    Work with your chosen technology vendor to set up an index, upload documents, and train team members on tools such as analytics or Q&A

    Create an external Non-Disclosure Agreement to include an employee non-solicitation provision

    Make an internal Non-Disclosure Agreement for employees that might be brought over the wall

    Draft or discuss favorable terms and clauses to be included in essential legal documents such as the stock purchase agreement, merger agreement, S-1, etc.

    Align with the board of directors on key terms such as price, escrow, scope of representations and warranties, and indemnification provisions

    
Run the business like a transaction will never happen. Remember that this is always a possibility, and any M&A or capital markets transaction  

            can be a very distracting process for employees and jeopardize the transaction

    If it’s an M&A transaction, begin preparation of the Disclosure Schedule which can often be a gating item but is usually standard in form

    Loop in the corporate communications team to prepare a plan for internal and external disclosure

    Build a timeline for keeping your workforce informed about the M&A process, ranging from department heads to entry level employees
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